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Abstract8

Non-union after closed femoral interlock nailing is an uncommon complication and occurs9

when a patient starts early weight-bearing, due to faulty surgical technique or after retrauma.10

Removal of broken with broken locking bolt is a difficult and challenging procedure. The11

present case report deals with a case of the broken intramedullary nail with a broken distal12

locking bolt. A 30 years male patient was inserted interlocking nail for fracture shaft femur13

five years back. He presented with pain with instability and inability in weight-bearing after14

re-trauma. An X-ray revealed a broken nail with a broken distal locking bolt. The far15

fragment of the broken bolt was engaging bone and nail both and was the main obstacle. His16

nail with the broken bolt removed and re-nailing did in a single sitting. Steinmann pin (St.pin)17

was inserted through the distal piece of the nail to push the trapped small screw piece.18

19

Index terms— broken nail, broken locking bolt, implant removal.20

1 Introduction21

nterlock nailing is a widespread procedure for femoral shaft fractures. Occasionally due to early weightbearing22
or re-trauma nail is broken and locking bolt may also give way. Removal of such a broken nail and bolt becomes23
a challenging procedure. Various methods to remove the nails and bolts have been reported in the literature. In24
the present case, open method was adopted to remove a broken nail with broken distal locking bolt, followed by25
re-nailing. The far broken fragment of distal locking bolt was pushed back into the bone by inserting Steinmann26
Pin in the slot of distal nail fragment.27

2 II.28

3 Case Report29

A 30 years old male patient was inserted interlocking nail for fracture shaft femur five years back. After five years,30
he sustained another road traffic accident and presented with deformity, pain around left thigh and inability to put31
the weight. On examination, pain, tenderness, and movement at old fracture site were present. X-rays revealed32
hypertrophic non-union with complete breakage of the nail just below the fracture site and broken distal locking33
bolt. The far broken fragment of the locking bolt was probably engaging both nail and bone (Figure (Fig. ?? 1,34
2). The intramedullary rod was of 360mm x 9mm size (Fig. ??). Author: e-mail: rahulsharma5rs@yahoo.com35
Broken nail and bolt.36

III.37

4 Operative Technique38

Removal of broken implant and exchange nailing was the planning. Removal of the proximal fragment was not39
difficult, as it was protruding through the entry point at the greater trochanter. But approach and taking away40
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of distal nail fragment was a problem due to broken locking bolt and its far piece engaging both nail and bone.41
Furthermore, the distal nail fragment was broken slightly below the bone margin (Fig. ??, 5A) and was difficult42
to grasp with a plier. It was impossible to remove the distal fragment of the broken nail without dislodging the43
bolt. So, it was decided to adopt the open method under spinal anesthesia and C-arm control. In the supine44
position and pillow beneath the left gluteal region, the proximal fragment was removed with the help of standard45
nail extractor set after removing the proximal locking bolt (Fig. ??B-C). For removal of the distal fragment,46
fracture site was opened through lateral approach, and dissected out fibrous tissue of pseudo-arthrosis. Loose47
distal locking bolt fragment was removed by applying skin incision directly on the protruding head of the bolt48
(Fig. ??D-E). The proximal end of the broken distal nail fragment was approximately 4 mm below the bone49
margin and approached by trimming the bone sufficient to explore the nail fragment and to make the hold of50
plier on it. But pulling off the piece was not successful as the small broken locking bolt fragment was gripped. To51
push this small broken fragment of the bolt, a Steinmann Pin (St. Pin) was inserted in the slot of nail fragment52
from proximal to the distal direction (Fig. ??F). This pin insertion in the nail slot pushed the bolt fragment53
back to the bone and freed the nail fragment. After taking out the St. Pin, the piece could be simply taken out54
(Fig. ??G). Standard nailing technique was adopted to exchange nail (Fig. ??55

5 , 5H-I).56

A small piece of the broken bolt was still in situ as such. It did not produce any hindrance for the insertion of57
the exchange nail as it was in the bone substance and was not protruding in the medullary canal (Fig. ??).58

IV.59

6 Discussion60

The whole procedure was lengthy and technically demanding but was safe at the same time. Removal of the61
broken nail with indwelling broke locking bolt either proximal or distal is a not easy procedure & a potential62
challenge in orthopedic surgery. Removal of nail piece with the use hooks, olive wires, St. Pins, or other special63
instruments are not available usually every time in the general orthopedic setup. Even sometimes surgeon opens64
the non-union part and changes the surgical approach to remove the nail fragment with damaging the surrounding65
tissue. So many complications do arise during and after surgery like lengthy surgery and exposure to the image66
intensifier, test the surgeon’s patience, and increase the risk of postoperative complications, respectively. Levy67
et al mentioned the use of complete nail of smaller diameter to impact in a distal broken femoral nail to achieve68
antegrade extraction and local impaction [1]. Middleton et al. has been recommended to filling multiple wires69
in the slot of the intramedullary rod to remove distal broken fragments in anterograde fashion [2]. Marwan and70
Ibrahim described a technique of using metallic wire passed through a middle piece of the nail up to its distal71
hole and make an incision at the level of the distal outlet to fasten this wire [3]. The technique of creating a hole72
just distal to the proximal locking bolt of distal fragment for the removal of the distal nail fragment has been73
used successfully by Kretteck et al. [4]. They then placed a Hohmann-type lever into this opening to push the74
piece in the direction of the fracture focus. In the case of subtrochanteric fracture, distal fragment removed by75
retrograde impulsion and fractured proximal femoral nail by medial arthrotomy, as mentioned by Milia et al.,76
the patients were follow upto a year of this kind of surgery but they had no knee pain and any other problems77
[5].78

7 Conclusion79

In case of the broken bolt with one fragment of it holding the nail fragment with the bone, the present method80
of pushing it back by insertion of St. Pin is a valuable technique and successful. Hence, a method to be used81
for removal of broken nail and bolt varies from case to case, the experience of the surgeon, and armamentarium82
available. Before embarking on the removal procedure, one should go through published various case reports and83
case series and should ensure the availability of required instruments.84
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